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Contract switching, or third-party switching,
arrangements are made when customers have rail
cars in their facilities that need to be repositioned
and handled within a facility without relying solely
on the railroad by which they are serviced.

TGS offers these switching services with highly
trained and certified crews with state of the art
equipment and logistical practices to stream line
customer operations.

Third-Party Switching provides customers many
benefits, such as:

Reduced Costs

Safer Operations
 TGS’ main priority when it comes to rail
switching is safety. The TGS Safety
Department trains all crews to federal
operating requirements, and TGS provides
safety initiatives to promote a safe work environment.

 Customer is no longer burdened with the high
switching and demurrage fees associated with
their servicing railroad.
 TGS utilizes its large fleet of locomotives and
provides preventative maintenance and
upkeep of its equipment.
Increased Facility Production and Efficiency
 TGS offers customized services that are
designed to increase facility efficiencies, and
give customers peace of mind when it comes
to their rail needs.
 TGS utilizes GPS to monitor equipment usage
and actively works to increase fuel efficiency.
Crews use handheld tablets to track inventory
and audit safety performance.
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TGS Contract Switching services offer a multitude
of options for our rail operations clients. We are
able to accommodate multiple levels of activity and
service; from the leasing of a single locomotive to
fully-integrated rail switching services, including the
complete management of our clients’ rail
operations. TGS performs with a consistent level of
operational excellence that allows us to maintain
our leadership position in the industry.
As your switching service company, TGS has the
ability to relieve your organization of the
complications and difficulties of day-to-day rail
operations management. Our unique expertise has
proven to be a cost-effective and value added
benefit to our clients. With the need for third-party
switching services growing, TGS is positioned to
stay the leader.
TGS will provide locomotives and qualified crew
members to meet each customer’s specific needs.
We offer a full complement of rail switching
services, including comprehensive rail
maintenance within the customer’s facility, minor
rail and tie repairs and subgrade and surfacing
work.
Our engineers, switchmen, and conductors receive
on-going in-house training from our highly
experienced training staff and incident prevention

Trans-Global Solutions, Inc. currently switches some of the following industry types in the United States:
 Refineries

 Mines

 Chemical Plants

 Tank Terminals

 Pulp & Paper Mills

 Industrials Parks

 Ports

 Storage Yards

For additional information on how TGS
could suit your switching needs,
contact:
Nick Mayorga
Regional Operations
and Business Development Supervisor
nmayorga@tgsgroup.com
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